EMF Webinar, July 24, 2018

Coming to a Neighborhood Near You: How the 5G Revolution Could Increase Everyone’s EMF (Electromagnetic Fields) Exposure

Webinar Speakers

Devra Davis, Ph.D. M.P.H. (ddavis@ehtrust.org)
Founder and President, Environmental Health Trust

Theodora Scarato, M.S.W. (theodorams@aol.com)
Executive Director, Environmental Health Trust

Olga Naidenko, Ph.D. (olga@ewg.org)
Senior Science Advisor for Children's Environmental Health, Environmental Working Group

Cindy Russell, M.D. (cindyleerussell@gmail.com)
Board Member, Physicians for Safe Technology

Peter Sullivan (info@clearlightventures.com)
Founder and CEO, Clear Light Ventures, Inc.

Speaker-Recommended Resources

- **Environmental Working Group**
  
  
  

- **Physicians for Safe Technology**
  Articles: [Absorption of wireless radiation in the child versus adult brain and eye from cell phone conversation or virtual reality](#), ScienceDirect, June 5, 2018.
  

- **Clear Light Ventures, Inc.**
  Film: Documentary “Generation Zapped”
  
  Books: [Toxin Toxout; The Out of Sync Child Grows Up](#)

- **Environmental Health Trust**
  Books: [Disconnect; When Smoke Ran Like Water; The Secret History of the War on Cancer](#)
  
  Multimedia: [Cell phone radiation public service announcement videos by EHT; The Nation investigates how big wireless made us think that cell phones are safe](#), Radio interview with Devra Davis; [Resources to Share; Scientific materials](#).
  
  Websites: [Directory of EMF Resources; US State Bills Streamlining Wireless Small Cells/DAS/Nodes on Rights of Way](#)
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